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ABSTRACT
While most ram pressure studies have focused on ram pressure stripping in galaxy
clusters, we devise a novel approach based on a kinematic measurement of ram pres-
sure perturbations in HI velocity fields for intergalactic material (IGM) densities and
relative velocities that are one to two orders of magnitude lower than in galaxies
showing ram pressure stripping. Our model evaluates ram pressure induced kinematic
terms in gas disks with constant inclination as well as those with a warped geometry.
Ram pressure perturbations are characterized by kinematic modes of even order, m=0
and m=2, corresponding to a ram wind perpendicular and parallel to the gas disk,
respectively. Long-term consequences of ram pressure, such as warped disks as well as
uncertainties in the disk geometry typically generate uneven modes (m=1 and m=3),
that are clearly distinguishable from the kinematic ram pressure terms. We have ap-
plied our models to three nearby isolated galaxies, utilizing Markov Chain Monte
Carlo fitting routines to determine ram pressure perturbations in the velocity fields of
NGC 6946 and NGC 3621 of ∼30 km s−1 (effective line-of-sight velocity change) at
HI column densities below (4–10)×1020 cm−2 (at radial scales greater than ∼15 kpc).
In contrast, NGC 628 is dominated by a strongly warped disk. Our model fits reveal
the three-dimensional vector of the galaxies’ movement with respect to the IGM rest-
frame and provide constraints on the product of speed with IGM density, opening a
new window for extragalactic velocity measurements and studies of the intergalactic
medium.
Key words: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics parameters – intergalactic medium
–galaxies: ISM – galaxies: individual: NGC 6946, NGC 3621, NGC 628.
1 INTRODUCTION
The boundary between the interstellar material (ISM) and
the surrounding intergalactic material (IGM) is often char-
acterized by ram pressure interaction which plays an impor-
tant role in galaxy evolution via the stripping of gas and
regulating the gas reservoir for star-formation and fueling of
active galactic nuclei (AGN). The strength of ram pressure
that is exerted on the ISM depends primarily on two physical
properties, the density of the ISM and the relative velocity
of the galaxy, as first suggested by Gunn & Gott (1972).
While the ISM mass at small radii is dominated by molec-
ular gas, the outer disks of galaxies are primarily atomic.
Neutral atomic hydrogen with its 21 cm line emission (HI)
is the most sensitive tracer of the dynamics in the outskirts
of galaxies and provides an ideal tool to identify interaction
features since it is often the most spatially extended compo-
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nent of a galaxy’s disk and is very sensitive to interactions
because of its dissipative nature.
In particular, observations of the nearest galaxy cluster,
the Virgo cluster, have brought tremendous insight about
the stripping of ISM from spiral galaxies (e.g. Cayatte et
al. 1990; Veilleux et al. 1999; Vollmer et al. 1999; Vollmer
2003; Kenney et al. 2004; Vollmer et al. 2004; Crowl et al.
2005; Corte´s et al. 2006; Crowl & Kenney 2008; Roediger
& Hensler 2008; Vollmer 2009; Abramson et al. 2011; Ar-
rigoni Battaia et al. 2012; Vollmer et al. 2013) as well as
elliptical galaxies (e.g. Rangarajan et al. 1995; Lucero et
al. 2005; Machacek et al. 2006). The consequence of ram
pressure stripping on galaxy evolution can be seen, for ex-
ample, as a deficiency of atomic neutral hydrogen in galaxies
and a declining star formation activity towards the center
of a galaxy cluster (see e.g. Helou et al. 1981; Haynes &
Giovanelli 1986; Hoffman et al. 1988; Nakanishi et al. 2006;
Vollmer et al. 2012). Moreover, ram pressure winds can pos-
sibly lead to asymmetric dense molecular arms (Hidaka &
Sofue 2002) as well as metal enrichment of the IGM which is
suggested by simulations (Schindler et al. 2005; Domainko
et al. 2006) and observations of galaxy clusters (see. e.g Cui
et al. 2010).
Ram pressure stripping has currently been studied in
circumstances of dense inter-group/cluster gas and high ve-
locity galaxy orbits. Much less is known about the impact
of inter-galactic gas on the ISM in more isolated galaxies,
where forces are insufficient to overcome the gravitational
potential or significantly disturb the ISM distribution. Here
we propose a novel approach utilizing kinematic features
caused by ram wind interaction with diffuse, outer HI disks
at IGM densities that are an order of magnitude lower than
in galaxies that show ram pressure stripping. In principle
this provides a unique tracer of the properties of the inter-
galactic medium and a three-dimensional measurement of
the direction of a galaxies’ movement with respect to the
rest-frame of the IGM. In particular the amplitude of the
velocity change in the ISM due to ram pressure can provide
important information about the density of the IGM and
the galaxy’s relative speed with respect to the IGM.
The distribution and kinematics of the outer disk of
galaxies often show warped disks which can be described by
a systematic change in inclination and position angle of the
disk as function of radius (see e.g. Briggs 1990; Kamphuis &
Briggs 1992; Jo´zsa 2007; van der Kruit 2007; Kamphuis et
al. 2013). However, not all anomalies in the observed veloc-
ity field can be attributed to warped disks. One important
question is how to distinguish kinematic features of warped
disks from ram interactions. In this study we develop a kine-
matic model of ram pressure interaction in the outer HI
disk of galaxies and test these models on nearby galaxies.
Our kinematic disk model of ram pressure interaction is de-
scribed in § 2 which includes the derived mathematical de-
scription (§ 2.1) and the implication on the HI velocity field
(§ 2.2), models of velocity perturbations due to ram pressure
and warped disks (§ 2.3), and the velocity decomposition us-
ing Monte Carlo fitting routines (§ 2.4). In § 3 we compare
our ram pressure models to the observed HI kinematics of
nearby disk galaxies and discuss the implications for deriv-
ing the properties of the IGM in § 4. The main conclusions
of this study are summarized in § 5.
2 A KINEMATIC MODEL OF RAM
PRESSURE INTERACTION
2.1 Mathematical Description of the Impact of
Ram Pressure on the ISM
Ram pressure is exerted on the interstellar medium (ISM)
of a galaxy due to its motion relative to an intergalactic
medium (IGM). Since the relative velocities are typically
100’s of km s−1, while the sound speed in the neutral ISM
(with temperature less than about 104 K required for a sig-
nificant neutral fraction Wolfire et al. 2003) is less than
about 10 km s−1, this is a highly supersonic interaction.
The kinematic outcome will depend on whether the interac-
tion is adiabatic or radiative. If the gas is collisionally heated
to a high enough temperature that radiative losses are in-
significant, such as may occur in cluster - cluster mergers
for example, then the velocity difference can be calculated
on the basis of kinetic energy conservation. If, on the other
hand, the heat of the collision is efficiently radiated, as must
apply to any residual atomic ISM, then only the condition
of momentum conservation applies to the calculation of the
perturbed velocity. The interaction causes a drag force to
be exerted on the outer gas of a galaxy and can, in ex-
treme cases, strip much of its interstellar gas. The strength
of interaction between the IGM and the gas bound by the
gravitational potential of a galaxy depends primarily on the
following three parameters: 1) the relative velocity, vRam,
of the galaxy with respect to the IGM, 2) the density of
the IGM, ρIGM , and 3) the exposed surface area, S, of the
ISM towards the ram wind. The ram pressure, P , is usually
defined as (Gunn & Gott 1972),
P = ρIGM v
2
Ram (1)
and the component of the ram force parallel to the galaxy’s
disk on a gas element is given by
FRam‖ ∝ ρIGM v2Ram S cos γRam (2)
and perpendicular by
FRam⊥ ∝ ρIGM v2Ram S sin γRam (3)
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where γRam is the angle between the wind direction and the
galaxy’s plane.
The gas within a volume element with a surface area
A and a thickness d of the gas disk will be assumed to be
either diffuse gas (homogeneously distributed over a volume
element) or clumpy (see Fig. 1 for illustration). In the diffuse
case, the gas has a constant density ρDiff within a volume
element and the surface area, SDiff = A. In the clumpy
case, the gas is distributed over a number of individual gas
clouds within the volume element, with volume filling factor,
f3D. For a population of isotropic objects, these will have a
surface covering factor, f2D = f
2/3
3D , so that SClmp = Af2D.
In the context of two neutral atomic phases in approximate
pressure equilibrium (Wolfire et al. 2003), these two cases
might be identified with the warm and the cool neutral
medium (WNM and CNM) respectively with a volume den-
sity contrast of about 100:1. For the WNM, f3D ∼ f2D ∼ 1,
while for the CNM, f3D = 0.01 and f2D = 0.05.
We will assume that the galactic gas is distributed as a
thin plane that is not exactly edge-on relative to the IGM
motion. A relevant question to consider is the depth in the
disk to which the ram pressure wind will propagate. For a
diffuse disk of thickness, d = 200 pc and sound speed, c = 10
km s−1, the disk penetration time, τP = d/(c sin γRam) =
20/ sin γRam Myr, is much shorter than a disk rotation pe-
riod for γRam > 20 deg. In the case of a clumpy ISM with
a small volume filling factor like the CNM noted above, the
disk penetration timescale is unlikely to be different, since
most of the disk volume is filled with a low density medium
with a high shock propagation speed. The probability con-
dition for not having multiple clumps along the same line-
of-sight is given approximately by P = f2D/ sin γRam < 0.5
implying γRam > 6 deg for the CNM. Even in cases of ap-
proximate alignment of clumps, the inter-clump shock would
tend to bend around obstructions and act on the entire disk
volume within this characteristic penetration time. There-
fore, it is unlikely that gas cloud shadowing plays a sig-
nificant role in influencing the outcome of a ram pressure
interaction with a galactic disk.
Our analysis will also be confined exclusively to the low-
ram pressure regime, i.e. at ram pressure accelerations that
do not lead to significant stripping of gas. In the event that
the relative galaxy-IGM velocity greatly exceeds the galactic
rotation speed, as is the case in galaxy clusters, where the
ram pressure is one to two orders of magnitude larger than in
galaxy groups, significant asymmetries of the stripped mate-
rial will occur, such as leading side-trailing asymmetries as
seen for some galaxies in the Virgo Cluster (see e.g. Kenney
et al. 2004; Vollmer et al. 2012).
The force opposing the ram pressure is the gravitational
binding force of the galaxy, which is roughly equal to the
centrifugal force,
FGrav ∼ mISMv2Rot/r (4)
where vRot is the rotation velocity of the ISM at a radius
r from the galactic center and mISM the mass of the gas
in the volume element with mISM = ρDiff S d is inde-
pendent of whether the gas is diffuse or clumpy. The ratio
µ = FRam/FGrav describes the relative impact of the ram
pressure on the ISM in the galactic disk and is basically a
measure of the strength to disturb the motion of the ISM.
For diffuse gas, this effective ram parameter is given by
µ =
ρIGM v
2
Ram S cos(γRam)
mISMv2Rot/r
=
ρIGM
ρDiff
v2Ram
v2Rot
r
d
cos(γRam)
(5)
and for clumpy gas by,
µ =
ρIGM v
2
Ram S cos(γRam)
mISMv2Rot/r
=
ρIGM
ρDiff
v2Ram
v2Rot
rf2D
d
cos(γRam)
(6)
that differs only by the clump surface covering factor, f2D =
0.05, that applies to the CNM. Since diffuse gas has a much
higher surface covering factor than a clumpy gas, it requires
much smaller ram forces to disturb the motion of the diffuse
ISM. In extreme cases, i.e. µ >> 1, this can lead to ram pres-
sure stripping as seen for high ρIGM as e.g. demonstrated in
galaxy clusters.
The effective velocity change ∆v of the ISM due to ram
pressure can be described via momentum conservation in
the approximation of an fully dissipative collision between
the ISM and IGM,
~pIGM + ~pISM = ~pTot. (7)
In the rest-frame of the galaxy (~pISM = 0), this equation
reduces to
mIGM | vRam |= (mIGM +mISM ) | ∆v |, (8)
and using mISM = mH nH S d = mH NISM (diffuse gas)
and mIGM = mH NIGM , the effective velocity change is
given as
| ∆v |= | vRam |
1 + NISM
NIGM
. (9)
For NISM >> NIGM , the effective velocity change of the
ISM can be approximated by
| ∆v |'| vRam | NIGM
NISM
. (10)
The effective velocity perturbation induced by this mo-
mentum transfer in each portion of the disk can only be
integrated over a fraction of the rotational period of the gas
around the galaxy’s center due to the continuously changing
relative orientation of the ram wind. On longer timescales,
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Figure 1. Illustration of a disk galaxy moving through the in-
tergalactic medium. The ram wind has a different impact on the
state of gas, depending on whether it is diffuse or distributed as
clumps.
the orbital paths themselves will be modified by the accu-
mulated ram pressure acceleration (see Haan & Braun 2014)
together with gravitational restoring forces of the galaxy po-
tential. We will discuss the long-term consequences of the
ram pressure interaction and the implications for the inter-
pretation of a galaxy’s velocity field in detail in § 4. For
the following we assume that at all times there is a basic or-
bital configuration of essentially circular gas orbits on which
is superposed a kinematic perturbation that is constant on
timescales that are a small fraction of a rotational period.
2.2 The modified HI Velocity Field
Neutral Hydrogen (HI) is often the most spatially extended
component of a galaxy’s disk and is very sensitive to inter-
actions because of its dissipative nature. In particular the
kinematics of diffuse gas may respond in a measurable way
to ram forces long before significant displacement or removal
of gas from the disk has occurred. Thus one might expect to
be able to measure the ram pressure and hence the proper-
ties of the IGM at much smaller densities than those found
in galaxy clusters (nIGM << nICM ). This might be accom-
plished via detailed study of the HI kinematics in the outer
part of galaxies, where we find diffuse atomic gas at low
column densities (and hence large µ).
In the following we develop a model to quantify the
effect of ram pressure on the HI velocity field of a galaxy.
To describe the transition from a clumpy to a diffuse ISM
we use a smooth step function as given by,
η(ρISM ) = 0.5 + 0.5 tanh((ρCrit − ρISM )/fSmooth). (11)
This function returns values between 0 and 1 where the pa-
rameter ρCrit and fSmooth define the critical density thresh-
old and the smoothing range, respectively. This models the
rapid decline of the HI column density and surface covering
factor of clumps in the outer disk, which scales the effective
ram pressure to 0% for very dense regions and 100% for low
density diffuse gas. However, the critical density ρCrit where
such a change occurs is not known beforehand and can be
only determined by fitting simultaneously the columns den-
sity distribution and amplitude of velocity perturbation in
observed galaxies. We have tested other scale functions in
order to describe the impact of the ram force on the gas
kinematics as function of HI gas density (e.g various power
laws), but came to the conclusion that a smooth step func-
tion provides a reasonable match to the observed kinematics
(see § 3). However, the overall 2-dimensional pattern as seen
in the velocity field is roughly the same, independent of the
HI density scale function, since it parametrizes only the de-
pendence on the clumpiness of the HI gas. The line-of-sight
velocity, which is the only velocity component that is di-
rectly observable
vLoS = vSys + vRot(r) cos(θ) sin(i) + vExp(r) sin(θ) sin(i),
(12)
with
x = −(X −X0) sin(φ) + (Y − Y0) cos(φ),
y =
−(X −X0) cos(φ)− (Y − Y0) sin(φ)
cos(i)
,
r =
√
x2 + y2,
cos(θ) =
x
r
,
sin(θ) =
y
r
.
Here X0 and Y0 are the position of the rotation center in the
plane of the sky (X,Y), r the radius in the plane of the disk
(x,y), vSys the systemic velocity, vRot(r) the rotational ve-
locity at a radius r, vExp the rdial velocity, i the inclination
angle and φ the position angle of the receding major axis of
the galaxy measured in anti-clockwise direction from north
toward the east. In the following we will set X0 = 0 and
Y0 = 0 and we will assume first a constant PA and inclina-
tion of the disk. The more general case where both PA and
inclination can change as function of radius (e.g. due to a
warped disk) is described in detail in App. B and is labelled
as θW throughout the paper.
The velocity due to the ram wind ∆v can be described
as an additional component to the HI kinematics (see Fig. 2).
Here we assume that the entire gas disk is exposed to a con-
stant ram pressure field which contributes a velocity com-
ponent to the velocity field of the galaxy. The magnitude
of this ram velocity component is a function of the HI gas
density as described by the scale function η(ρISM ). Here
we decompose the ram velocity vector into three different
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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components: 1) perpendicular to the gas disk as given by,
vRam⊥ =| ∆v | η(ρISM ) sin(γRam), (13)
2) an additional rotational velocity component,
vRamRot =| ∆v | η(ρISM ) sin(θ − θRam) cos(γRam), (14)
and 3) an additional radial velocity component,
vRamExp =| ∆v | η(ρISM ) cos(θ − θRam) cos(γRam). (15)
Note that the ram wind vector field is fixed with respect to
the sky plane but that the angles θRam and γRam depend on
the alignment of the plane of the galaxy with respect to the
sky plane as described in App. C. The entire velocity field,
including the ram component, is then given as
vLoS = vSys + [vRot(r) + vRamRot] cos(θ) sin(i)
+ [vExp(r) + vRamExp] sin(θ) sin(i) + vRam⊥ cos(i). (16)
If we subtract the circular rotation vRot and the sys-
temic vSys and set the non-ram wind radial velocity vExp
term to zero, we derive a line-of-sight residual velocity field
vRes that includes only ram pressure terms which can be
written as,
vRes =
[
vRamRot cos(θ) + vRamExp sin(θ)
]
sin(i)
+vRam⊥ cos(i)
= | ∆v | η(ρISM )
×
(
cos(γRam) sin(i)
(
sin(θ − θRam) cos(θ)
+ cos(θ − θRam) sin(θ)
)
+ sin(γRam) cos(i)
)
= | ∆v | η(ρISM )
[
cos(γRam) sin(i) sin(2θ − θRam)
+ sin(γRam) cos(i)
]
. (17)
The first term of vRes, with its 2θ dependence, is a
second order Fourier component of azimuthal angle in the
galaxy plane, while the second term is independent of az-
imuth corresponding to a zero order Fourier component.
A significant fraction of disk galaxies have warped disks
that are characterized by a change in PA and inclination as
function of radius. In the following we provide a mathemati-
cal description of the velocity field and residual velocity field
which includes the change in PA and inclination as func-
tion of radius. A complete description is given in App. C.
The line-of-sight velocity component for a combination of a
warped disk and ram wind (extending Eq. 16 to the case of
a warped disk)
vLoS = vSys + (vRot(r) + vRamRot) cos[θW (r)] sin[i(r)]
+ vRamExp sin[θW (r)] sin[i(r)] + vRam⊥ cos[i(r)]. (18)
where θW (r) is a function of the PA φ(r) of the warped disk
that changes as a function of radius r (see equation B8),
while the inclination i(r) is a function of radius as well. We
find that the residual velocity field can be decomposed into
three Fourier components of θ
vRes = c0(r) + c1(r) cos[θwarp∗(r)]
+ c2(r) sin[2θW (r)− θRam(r)] (19)
with
c0(r) = | ∆v | η(ρISM ) cos[i(r)] sin[γRam(r)] (20)
c1(r) = vRot(r) sin[i(r)] 2 sin[φW (r)/2] (21)
c2(r) = | ∆v | η(ρISM ) cos[γRam(r)] sin[i(r)] (22)
where the first order describes the main residual of a warped
disk in comparison to a circular rotating disk with constant
inclination and position angle, while the zero and second
order characterize the ram interaction terms of a warped
disk perpendicular and parallel to the disk, respectively. The
inclination and position angle of the warp are a function of
radius
i(r) = i0 + iW (r), (23)
φ(r) = φ0 + φW (r). (24)
and can be described, e.g., as transition function between
an inner and outer disk with
iW (r) = ∆i{0.5 + 0.5 tanh[(r − rW )/sW ]}, (25)
φW (r) = ∆φ{0.5 + 0.5 tanh[(r − rW )/sW ]}. (26)
where ∆φ and ∆i characterize the amplitude of change in
PA and inclination, respectively. The complete derivation is
provided in App. B. We note that this is just a first order
approximation of the geometry of a true warp, which can
have, for instance, different transition scale lengths between
the change in PA and inclination, depending also on the
orientation of the disk.
2.3 Model of velocity field pattern including ram
pressure
Here we develop a model HI velocity field modified by a ram
pressure interaction. We start with a HI density profile and
a typical rotation curve for disk galaxies as shown in Fig. 3
The HI density field model follows a Se´rsic relation
I(r) = I0 exp[−(1− n)(r/ri)]1/n (27)
where I0 is the central intensity, r the radius, n is the Sersic
index, and ri the radius where the slope reaches maximum
steepness before flattening off. We have chosen for our model
a Sersic index of n = 0.18 as measured by Portas et al. (2009)
using the THINGS sample, however, any other Sersic index
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 2. Illustration of the contribution from ram wind parallel
to the disk, Framdisk, to the rotation (Framrot) and radial veloc-
ity component Framexp of a galaxy. The ram wind vector v (red,
out of the plane) is defined by the inclination angle γram between
disk and ram wind and the azimuthal angle θram (see text).
would reveal the same result. The undisturbed velocity field
is computed using Equation 12 and is shown in Fig. 3. In
a second step we add to this velocity field a ram velocity
vector as defined in equation 16 and model the modified
velocity field as function of the ram direction given by θ and
γ. The effective ram force depends on the HI gas density as
described by Equation 16. Fig 4, Fig 5, and Fig 6 show the
line-of-sight velocity component of the models for different
angles of the ram wind. We can identify distinct patterns in
the outer HI velocity fields due to the ram interaction and
its direction, which can be classified into distinct harmonic
components of the azimuthal angle, θ:
• A ram wind perpendicular to the disk results in an m =
0 Fourier component that is independent of azimuth with
amplitude proportional to gas column density (see Fig. 4).
• A ram wind parallel to the disk results in an m = 2
Fourier component of azimuth with amplitude proportional
to gas column density (see Fig. 5)
One of the main questions is whether ram interac-
tion can be distinguished from the kinematic signature of
a warped disk due to systematic change in inclination and
position angle of the disk as function of radius. To test this
we have created a simple warped disk model with a transi-
tion in inclination and position angle between an inner and
an outer disk, which is described in detail in App. A. The
warp model velocity field shown in Fig. 7 shows a typical
pattern as expected from observations of prominent warped
disks (see e.g. Braun 1991; Kamphuis & Briggs 1992; Jo´zsa
2007). The residual velocity field results in an m = 1 com-
ponent (bimodal) in galaxy azimuth, θ, that twists with ra-
dial distance, but is clearly distinguished from the observed
ram interaction pattern (m = 0 and m = 2 components).
These model velocity fields and the computed residual veloc-
ity models are in agreement with the mathematical deriva-
tion of the residual velocity field as described in Eq.19, which
provides a physical description of the Fourier components c0,
c1, and c2. We note that a warped gas disk can be produced
over longer timescales (several orbits) by ram pressure as
well (see Haan & Braun 2014), which can be independently
measured in our kinematic analysis, and will be discussed in
more detail in § 4.
We note that harmonic components in the residual field
can also be due to errors in the geometrical disk parameters
and rotation velocities. An overview of the different compo-
nents due to geometrical uncertainties can be found in van
der Kruit & Allen (1978). However, these harmonic compo-
nents usually occur over the entire disk rather than increas-
ing towards the outer disk where ram pressure and warped
disks are expected to dominate. For instance an error in PA
or i results in m = 1 and m = 3 components, respectively,
while an offset of the center (lopsided disk) generates an
m = 2 component, usually decreasing towards larger radius.
A radial inflow/outflow motion generates an m = 1 com-
ponent perpendicular to the PA while an error in rotation
velocity results in a m = 1 component parallel to the PA.
However, these components are clearly distinguishable from
ram wind components since the former occur either system-
atically over the entire disk or are m = 1 or m = 3 com-
ponents (odd orders) geometrically aligned with the PA of
the galaxy. Spiral arms and bars produce streaming motions
but are localized in the stellar disk and can be distinguished
from large scale motion. Kinematic features of the ram wind
are a combination of the m = 0 or m = 2 components (even
orders) in the residual velocity field and are expected to be-
come significant only towards large radius in conjunction
with lower gas column densities.
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Figure 3. Top: Radial profile of the HI column density (left)
and rotation velocity (right) of a typical disk galaxy as used in
the model. Bottom: the model residual velocity field with no ram
pressure interaction or warped disk.
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Figure 4. Model velocity (left) and residual field (right) with
ram wind perpendicular to disk.
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Figure 5. Model velocity (left) and residual field (right) with ram
wind parallel to disk. The ram wind is shown for 4 different angles.
From top to bottom: θram = 0 deg, θram = 45 deg, θram =
90 deg, and θram = 135 deg.
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Figure 6. Model velocity and residual field with ram wind from
an angle of γram = 45 deg (top panel) and γram = −45 deg
(bottom panel) inclined to disk and an azimuthal angle of θ =
0 deg.
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Figure 7. Top: Model velocity (left) and residual field (right) for
a simple warped disk model (no ram wind) with a change of 45deg
in position angle and 30deg in inclination (top). Middle: Model
with ram wind (γRam = 35 deg and θram = 55 deg), no warp.
Bottom: Combined warp+ram model. A detailed description of
the model is given in App.A
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2.4 Velocity Decomposition and MCMC Fitting
To search for velocity patterns that may be indicative of a
ram pressure interaction as outlined in the previous section,
we considered the following approach. First, a simple model
of the galaxy’s velocity field is constructed, based on an av-
erage rotation velocity as function of radius and constant
inclination i and major axis position angle φ. The residual
velocity field is then defined as the difference between the ob-
served velocity field and this nominal kinematic model. Sys-
tematic kinematic residuals are very sensitive to secondary
velocity components, i.e. ram-pressure, warped disks, or er-
rors in the geometrical disk parameters (center, systemic
velocity, i, φ, streaming motions). Although this first char-
acterization is done by eye, it already provides a fairly good
overview about the galaxy’s dynamical state.
In a second step we compute the harmonic terms of the
residual velocity field up to the 3rd order. The decomposi-
tion of the residual velocity components is then given as
vres = η(ρISM )
3∑
n=0
[cn cos(n(θ − θn))] (28)
where ci are the harmonic coefficients and θ the azimuthal
angle with respect to the line-of-nodes, θ0. The scaling func-
tion FRam describes the transition from clumpy, high density
to diffuse, low density disk and is given in Eq. 11. As shown
in § 2.3, the c0 and c2 components can be associated with
the two ram pressure wind velocity components, perpendic-
ular and parallel to the plane of the gas disk, respectively.
Other harmonic components, i.e. those with uneven order,
might indicate a warped disk or circular rotation velocity
offset (strong c1 or s1 component), or a possible compo-
nent due to an offset in the inclination (c3 or s3) etc. Our
harmonic decomposition model includes 10 free parameters:
ρCrit,fSmooth, θ0, plus the seven harmonic coefficients.
To quantify the relevant velocity components in more
detail, i.e. in terms of the velocity offset due to ram pressure
and/or warped disks we fit the residual velocity field with
our derived model velocity field given in Eq. 19. This fit takes
into account the ram interaction terms of a systematically
warped disk as a function of radius. While the effective ram
wind velocity can be described as function of the gas column
density, a possible change in inclination and PA due to a
warped disk are characterized as function of the radius r.
Warped disks typically have an m=1 mode similar to an
integral sign shape. The inclination i(r) and position angle
φ(r) of a warped disk as a function of radius can be described
with a transition function as,
i(r) = i0 + ∆i(0.5 + 0.5 tanh[(r − rW )/sW ]), (29)
and
φ(r) = φ0 + ∆φ(0.5 + 0.5 tanh[(r − rW )/sW ]), (30)
with the transition radius rW , the smoothness parameter
sW (characterising the length of the transition), and φ0 and
i0 are the PA and inclination of the inner disk and i0 + ∆i
and φ0 + ∆φ the PA and inclination of the outer warped
disk, respectively. These functions can span a large range
of behaviours, from constant inclination and position angle
to sharp transitions. Examples of the radial variation for
different rW and sW are shown in Fig. 8. However, we note
that these equations are just a rough approximation of a
warped disk which can have more variations, e.g. different
transition scales for position and inclination angle depending
on the disk orientation on the sky.
Altogether there are 9 free parameters (ρCrit,fSmooth,
θRam, vc0, vc2, ∆φ, ∆i, rW , sW ) and 2 independent
input fields (column density ΣISM and circular velocity
vRot(r, i0, φ0)) in this model. Given the ram wind veloc-
ity parameters ∆v⊥ =| ∆v | sin(γRam) = c0/ cos(i) and
∆v‖ =| ∆v | cos(γRam) = c2/ sin(i), the angle γRam can be
derived from the ratio ∆v⊥/∆v‖ = tan(γRam).
The residual velocity field is fitted against the model by
using a least square minimization of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) samplers. We have applied this computa-
tion for both decompositions described above, the harmonic
expansion up to the third order and the detailed harmonic
fit with warped disk term. The MCMC sampling is per-
formed using the open source Python implementation em-
cee which is a very efficient and well tested algorithm for
multi-dimensional fitting and global optimization problems
(for a detailed description see Foreman-Mackey et al. 2012).
We have tested this fit method with our ram pressure and
warped disk models (see previous section) to find the best
parametrization of the model and the critical number of in-
dependent walkers (typically a few hundred) and iterations
of the MCMC samplings to obtain a good match between
model and fit results.
In principle, it might be possible to include all addi-
tional parameters necessary to derive the rotation velocity
in the fit: an “all at once” fit. However, this would require
six additional fit parameters (vsys, xcenter, ycenter,i0, φ0,
vrot) to be fit simultaneously and two of these, inclination
and rotation velocity, are degenerate. While this might be
possible in the future, we follow a more conservative ap-
proach here, namely estimating the first order alignment of
the disk and circular velocity carefully beforehand, and then
studying possible second order effects, which include various
uncertainties in the geometrical disk parameters as well as
warped disk and ram pressure interaction terms. This allows
us, at every stage of our study, to check carefully for possible
second order velocity patterns and subsequently isolate in-
dependent kinematic features from each other. For instance,
while a change in the inclination is usually indistinguishable
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from a change in rotation velocity, it is less likely that a
change in inclination due to a warped disk is not accompa-
nied by a change in position angle, unless the warped disk
is exactly aligned with the major axis of the disk, which is
statistically very unlikely. However, we want to emphasize
that it is not a stringent requirement, nor the focus of our
study, to break this degeneracy between inclination and cir-
cular rotation velocity, since both produce an m=1 mode in
the residual velocity field which can be clearly distinguished
from ram pressure patterns (m=0 and m=2 mode).
3 COMPARISON WITH HI KINEMATICS OF
NEARBY DISK GALAXIES
3.1 Sample Selection, data preparation and
general fitting procedures
To test whether we can find evidence for ram pressure in-
teraction in regular galaxies, we have applied our kinematic
analysis on several nearby disk galaxies for which moder-
ately deep HI observations, reaching column densities of a
few 1019 cm−2, were available in the literature. In the fol-
lowing we will show three different cases: (a) NGC 6946
as an example for dominant kinematic terms due to ram
pressure, (b) NGC 3621 as an example of a combination of
kinematic features due to ram pressure and a warped disk,
and (c) NGC 628 as an example of kinematic features due
to a strong warped disk.
All three galaxies have been observed as part of the HI
nearby galaxy survey (THINGS, Walter et al. 2008), which
combines HI observations using a combination of VLA B-,C-
and D array configuration with a typical angular resolution
of 7′′and a spectral resolution of 5 km s−1. In a first step we
have applied a constant inclination and position angle aver-
aged over the entire HI disk scale and created geometrically
deprojected circular rotation models and residual velocity
maps for these galaxies. An overview of the properties of
these galaxies is given in Tab 1. Given the stellar distribution
based on near-IR images (IRAC 3.6 µm) we have excluded in
all subsequent analysis the central part of the galaxies (typ-
ically up to 7 kpc) which can be significantly disturbed by
gravitational instabilities in the stellar distribution (e.g. due
to stellar bars and spiral arms). This is necessary since bars
and spiral arms can produce strong gravitational torques
and gas streaming motions (see e.g. Haan et al. 2009), com-
plicating the decomposition of the HI kinematics, which is
not the focus of this study.
While the high-spatial resolution HI images allow us
to study the kinematics of the inner clumpy HI disk, they
are not necessarily optimal for an accurate measurement of
ram pressure interaction in the diffuse outskirts of the HI
disk. To reach low HI column densities with large signal-
to-noise ratios we have created new moment maps with a
60′′resolution and obtain velocities at the peak HI intensity.
We run our fit models on both, velocity and residual veloc-
ity fields, which reveal the same results as expected, since
both fitting procedures require the circular rotation velocity
as input. We have tested both fit models given Eq. 19 and
Eq. 18. While the errors given by the width of the normal
distribution of the Monte Carlo samplers around the peak
value are very small (<1% of the mean value), the uncer-
tainty of the observed velocity field can be much larger. To
estimate the propagation of this error onto our fit results,
we created a noise velocity field given by uniform random
velocity distribution of 5 km s−1 (channel width) around the
observed velocity field and then run the same fit on these
alternate maps. The uncertainty of our fit results is then
given by the difference in results of both fits, namely the
observed velocity map and the alternate noise map.
The best fit models have been evaluated based on the
normalized χ2 values of the least-square fit and the visual
comparison between model and observed velocity field. How-
ever, in all cases our results converged to stable values with
increasing number of independent MC walkers and itera-
tions.
3.2 NGC 6946: An example of kinematic ram
pressure measurement in a regular spiral
galaxy
NGC 6946 is a nearby spiral galaxy at a distance of 5.9 Mpc,
exhibiting a very regular stellar (as seen in the near-IR)
and atomic gas distribution with no indications of interac-
tion features or gas stripping. An overview of the depro-
jected stellar distribution, atomic gas distribution and ve-
locity field is shown in Fig. 9 which are derived from the
high-spatial resolution HI moment-0 and moment-1 maps
published in the THINGS survey. We have derived a nom-
inal circular rotation model based on a constant PA and
inclination of 243deg and 33deg, respectively (see also de
Blok et al. 2008). The rotation curve assumes a constant
inclination and position angle and is shown in Fig. 10. The
circular rotation reaches a maximum of ∼200 km s−1 and
remains approximately flat with a small decline of roughly
25 km s−1 towards the outskirts for a constant inclination
and position angle. The residual velocity field is shown in
Fig. 9, which reveals an increasing residual velocity ampli-
tude towards larger radii, suggesting the presence of a strong
m = 0 component. To obtain a first test of the dominant
kinematic residual modes we have decomposed the residual
velocity field into harmonic components. We have excluded
the HI kinematics within a radius of 7 kpc, which is domi-
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Figure 8. Examples of the radial scaling function of the inclination i(r) = 30.+ ∆i(0.5 + 0.5 tanh[(r − rW )/sW ]) for different values of
the amplitude ∆i, the smoothness parameter sW , and the transition radius rW of a warped disk.
nated by the stellar distribution and the stellar gravitational
potential as shown in Fig. 9. As expected we find that the
dominant component is m = 0. We also find evidence for an
m = 1 mode and a m = 2 component, all other harmonic
components have a significance of less than 2σ.
In a second step we apply our fitting procedure to de-
compose the residual velocity field into ram pressure terms
as well as contributions of a systematically warped disk (see
Eq. 19). For this fitting we have first convolved the data
cube to a larger beamsize (60 arcsec FWHM). The result-
ing moment-0 and moment-1 maps are shown in Fig 11.
Moreover, we have carried out all subsequent analysis in
the resulting native image frame, i.e. excluding any further
smoothing, rotation or deprojection, to eliminate errors due
to pixel interpolation. As noted above, we have excluded the
kinematic data within a radius of 7 kpc. We subtracted the
nominal circular velocity model with constant PA and incli-
nation from the observed velocity field. The residual velocity
field shows a strong m = 0 component increasing toward the
outer disk. The residual velocity field has been fit by our ram
and warp model as expressed in Eq. 19. The derived model
is presented in Fig 12, which shows a very good agreement
with the observed residual velocity field. An overview of the
model parameters is given in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3.
As shown in Fig. 13 our results demonstrate that the
dominant residual velocity in NGC 6946 is consistent with
a ram pressure wind inducing an effective velocity change
of | ∆v |= 32 ± 3 km s−1. We find only a small contribu-
tion from an m = 1 mode of ∼ 5 km s−1 which is likely
due to uncertainty in the inclination (or rotation velocity)
since there is no sign for a significant change in position an-
gle (<3deg). The direction of the ram wind is given by the
angles θRam = 118 deg and γRam = 56 deg with an effective
ram wind component perpendicular and parallel to the disk
of ∆v⊥ ≈ 26 km s−1 and ∆v‖ ≈ 18 km s−1 which results
in a line-of sight velocity change of vc0 ≈ 22 km s−1 and
vc2 ≈ 10 km s−1, respectively. The best-fit scaling function
of the effective ram pressure as function of gas density is
quite smooth rather than abrupt as shown in Fig 12 with a
transition near ρcrit =∼ 95× 1019 cm−2.
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Figure 9. NGC 6946: high spatial resolution maps. Top left: Stellar distribution as imaged in the near-IR by Spitzer IRAC at 3.6µm.
Top right: atomic gas distribution (HI mom0 map). Bottom left: HI velocity field (mom1). Bottom right: HI velocity residual field created
from a circular rotation model with constant P.A. and inclination of 243deg and 33deg, respectively. The HI data is based on the THINGS
survey (Walter et al. 2008; de Blok et al. 2008). The white circle indicates the region within 7 kpc radius that has been excluded from
the fit.
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Figure 10. NGC 6946. Rotation curve derived from velocity field with constant inclination and position angle. The errorbars represent
the standard deviation of the velocity within each radial bin.
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Figure 11. NGC 6946: high sensitivity maps (beam 60 arcsec, ∼1.7kpc) in the observed orientation. Left: The atomic gas distribution
(in column densities, corrected for inclination). Right: HI velocity field. The white ellipse indicates the region within 7 kpc radius that
is excluded from the fit.
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Figure 12. NGC 6946: Comparison between observed (left) and model residual velocity field (middle). The residual fields are defined
as difference between circular rotation and observed velocity field or model velocity field, respectively. The black arrow in the center of
the model shows the direction of the ram wind in the sky plane (XY), while the radius of the red ring indicates the relative velocity
contribution from the line-of-sight direction (Z). The ram wind is in receding direction (red ring, into the page, approaching direction
would be indicated as blue ring). Note that the substructure in the model is due to the fact that the ram pressure is also a function of
column density (see text). Right panel: The scaling function η(ρISM ) (see Eq. 11) characterizing the effectiveness of the ram pressure
on the HI kinematics as function of HI column density due to the transition from clumpy to diffuse gas towards the outer disk.
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Figure 13. NGC 6946: Top: Decomposition of model velocity field into velocities due to ram pressure (left) and velocity contributions
due to systematic deviations such as change in position angle and inclination of disk (right). Bottom: Decomposition of ram pressure
velocity field into velocities due to ram wind perpendicular (z-axis, bottom left) and parallel (xy-plane, bottom right) to the disk. The
arrow and ring are defined as in Fig. 12
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3.3 NGC 3621: An example of ram pressure
interaction in a warped gas disk.
NGC 3621 exhibits a similar regular gas and stellar distribu-
tion as NGC 6946 but with larger kinematic irregularities.
Deep observations with GALEX in the UV-light show evi-
dence for a strong warp in the outer disk (Gil de Paz et al.
2007). However, NGC 3621 has no nearby companion and
shows no sign of tidal interaction. In particular at both ends
of the major axis the gas extends beyond the regularly ro-
tating disk with strong irregular velocities that are not nec-
essarily associated with the main rotation of the disk (for a
large-scale image see de Blok et al. 2008). Previous studies
have suggested a warped disk which might explain some of
the irregularities (Walter et al. 2008; de Blok et al. 2008).
Another possibility might be that parts of the gas are in
the early process of being stripped from the main gas disk.
Therefore we focus on the regular rotating disk as shown in
Fig. 14. The rotation curve and residual velocity field are
derived in the same way as described in the previous section
for NGC 6946. Fig. 15 shows the circular rotation velocity
which rises to a maximum of ∼135 km s−1 and remains flat
with increasing radius for a constant inclination and position
angle. The residual velocity field exhibits a strong velocity
offset on one half of the disk perpendicular to the major axis
at a (deprojected) radial scale of ∼15–25 kpc while the oppo-
site side shows only a small deviation from circular rotation
(roughly ±(10− 20) km s−1, see left panel of Fig. 16). This
pattern can neither be explained by a warped disk nor by
uniform kinematic ram pressure perturbations on its own,
which suggests the possibility of a combination of both. In-
deed, such a combined scenario is a natural outcome of a
long-duration ram pressure interaction (as discussed below).
To test this scenario we have fit our combined ram pres-
sure and warped disk model to the gas kinematics shown in
the 60′′ beamsize image of Fig. 16. The region within 7 kpc
radius is excluded from the fit. We have used the same fit-
ting procedure and model as described above for NGC 6946.
A comparison between the observed and model residual ve-
locity field is shown in Fig. 17. The decomposition of the
residual velocity field reveals (see Fig. 18) a combination
of strong m=0 and m=1 modes with vc0=33 km s
−1 and
vc1=42 km s
−1. These modes correspond to the perpen-
dicular component of the ram pressure and to the resid-
ual velocity component of a warped disk, respectively. We
also find a significant contribution of an m=2 mode with
vc2=24 km s
−1. The warp is characterized by a significant
change in the position angle of ∆φ = 20 deg and inclination
of ∆i = 47 deg. The ram wind direction is given by the an-
gles θRam = 89 deg and γRam = −78 deg with an effective
ram wind component perpendicular and parallel to the disk
of ∆v⊥ ≈ −114 km s−1 and ∆v‖ ≈ 27 km s−1, respectively.
The transition of the effective ram pressure as function of HI
gas density is relatively sharp near N ∼ 41 × 1019 cm−2 as
shown in Fig 17. Our results demonstrate that the kinemat-
ics of the outer disk of NGC 3621 can be well-characterised
by ram pressure acting on a moderately warped gas disk.
This result is not surprising, since ram pressure can pro-
duce a warped gas disk over a time-scale of several orbits
(Haan & Braun 2014). The measured amplitude, P.A., and
sign of the warp, are in good agreement with the formation
of a warped disk under ram pressure which depends on the
ram wind angle and the galaxy sense of rotation (here clock-
wise). However, we note that the current ram pressure envi-
ronment can significantly differ, in particular in ram pressure
strength, from the environment when the warp has formed.
While this scenario might be a possible explanation for the
peculiar velocity field of NGC 3621, we cannot rule out other
possibilities such as an unwarped galaxy experiencing a one-
sided disturbance. However, the cause for such a one-sided
disturbance is not obvious since NGC 3621 has no nearby
companion and its stellar distribution does not show any
significant interaction features.
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Figure 14. NGC 3621: high spatial resolution maps. Top left: Stellar distribution as imaged in the near-IR by Spitzer IRAC at 3.6µm.
Top right: atomic gas distribution (HI mom0 map). Bottom left: HI velocity field (mom1). Bottom right: HI residual velocity field created
from a circular rotation model with constant P.A. and inclination of 345deg and 65deg, respectively. The white circle indicates the region
within 7 kpc radius that has been excluded from the fit.
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Figure 15. NGC 3621. Rotation curve derived from velocity field with constant inclination and position angle. The errorbars represent
the standard deviation of the velocity within each radial bin.
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Figure 16. NGC 3621: high sensitivity maps (beam 60 arcsec, ∼1.9 kpc) in the observed orientation. Left: The atomic gas distribution
(in column densities, corrected for inclination). Right: HI velocity field. The white ellipse indicates the region within 7 kpc radius that
is excluded from the fit.
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Figure 17. NGC 3621, Comparison between observed (left) and model residual velocity field (middle). The residual fields are defined as
difference between circular rotation and observed velocity field or model velocity field, respectively. The arrow and ring are defined as in
Fig. 12. Right panel: The scaling function η(ρISM ) (see Eq. 11) characterizing the effectiveness of the ram pressure on the HI kinematics
as function of HI column density.
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Figure 18. NGC 3621: Top: Decomposition of model velocity field into velocities due to ram pressure (left) and velocity contributions
due to systematic deviations such as change in position angle and inclination of disk (right). Bottom: Decomposition of ram pressure
velocity field into velocities due to ram wind perpendicular (z-axis, bottom left) and parallel (xy-plane, bottom right) to the disk. The
arrow and ring are defined as in Fig. 12.
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3.4 NGC 628: An example of a strongly warped
disk.
NGC 628 is a nearly face-on spiral galaxy (inclination of
the inner disk is ∼ 14 deg) and exhibits a very regular gas
and stellar distribution as shown in Fig. 19. However, the
major axis of the velocity field shows a strong variation as
function of radial distance from the center which is caused
by a strongly warped disk (Shostak & van der Kruit 1984;
Kamphuis & Briggs 1992). The residual velocity pattern is
consistent with a strong warp which causes the apparent
drop in rotation velocity towards larger radii if one would
assume a constant P.A. and inclination over the entire disk
as plotted in Fig. 20. Therefore, this galaxy represents a
good test of whether our fit method can accurately describe
strong warped disks as well.
As described above, the residual velocity field (see
Fig. 21) is fit with the combined ram pressure and warped
disk model. We exclude the inner region of 8 kpc from
the fit. Our results show an excellent agreement with a
strongly warped disk given a dominant m=1 mode with
vc1 ≈ 36 km s−1 as presented in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. The
warped disk is characterized by a change in inclination of
∆i = 14 deg and position angle of ∆φ = 73 deg which oc-
curs at a radius of ∼16 kpc . This is in good agreement with
the warp geometry described in Kamphuis & Briggs (1992)
who found a change in inclination of ∼ 11 deg and PA of
∼ 75 deg at a transition radius of ∼7–11′ ('14–22 kpc).
While the fit also indiates small contributions from m=0
and m=2 modes, their significance is too low to make any
conclusions about ram pressure interaction in NGC 628.
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Figure 19. NGC 628: high spatial resolution maps. Top left: Stellar distribution as imaged in the near-IR by Spitzer IRAC at 3.6µm.
Top right: atomic gas distribution (HI mom0 map). Bottom left: HI velocity field (mom1). Bottom right: HI residual velocity field created
from a circular rotation model with constant P.A and inclination of 23deg and 14deg, respectively. The white circle indicates the region
within 8 kpc radius that has been excluded from the fit.
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Figure 20. NGC 628. Rotation curve derived from velocity field with constant inclination and position angle. The errorbars represent
the standard deviation of the velocity within each radial bin. Right: The circular nominal velocity model in the observed projected
orientation.
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Figure 21. NGC 628: high sensitivity maps (beam 60 arcsec, ∼2 kpc) in the observed orientation. Left: The atomic gas distribution.
Right: HI velocity field. The white ellipse indicates the region within 8 kpc radius that is excluded from the fit.
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Figure 22. NGC 628: Comparison between observed (left panel) and model residual velocity field (right panel). The residual fields are
defined as difference between circular rotation and observed velocity field or model velocity field, respectively.
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Figure 23. NGC 628: Top: Decomposition of model velocity field into velocities due to ram pressure (left) and velocity contributions
due to systematic deviations such as change in position angle and inclination of disk (right). Bottom: Decomposition of ram pressure
velocity field into velocities due to ram wind perpendicular (z-axis, bottom left) and parallel (xy-plane, bottom right) to the disk.
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4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Long term Implications of Ram Pressure on
Disk Geometry and Kinematics
In this study we focus on the systematic velocity perturba-
tion from pure circular rotation that is a consequence of a
ram pressure interaction. The momentum of the intercepted
IGM is absorbed by the diffuse, dissipative ISM in a small
fraction of the rotational period (50 to few hundred Myrs),
but constantly evolves due to the ongoing ram pressure in-
teraction. This interaction eventually yields a change of the
orbital paths of the entire gas disk, which has two long-term
implications. The in-plane component of the interaction will
tend to make the disk orbits more elliptical by compressing
them toward the wind and elongating them away from the
wind. The out-of-plane component of the interaction tends
to push the orbits away from the mid-plane. Both these ten-
dencies are moderated by the effects of differential rotation
within a dissipative medium and the gravitational restor-
ing forces of the potential, although ultimately there will be
significant changes in the orbital paths of the gaseous com-
ponent. The long-term consequences on the geometry of the
gas disk are investigated in detail in another study (Haan
& Braun 2014) and are summarised only briefly here. In
most circumstances, namely if the ram wind is moderately
inclined to the disk, a constant ram pressure over long time
intervals induces an “S-shaped” warped disk (m=1 mode)
with an orientation that depends on the direction of the
galaxy’s motion through the IGM and whether the galaxy
is rotating in a clockwise or counter-clockwise sense. How-
ever, the orbital paths of the gas clouds change continuously,
increasing the inclination of the warped disk with time.
While the “cumulative” ram pressure induced warped
disk is formed over several rotation periods (a few Gyrs),
the “instantaneous” ram pressure induced velocity pertur-
bation is established within a fraction of the rotation period
and remains relatively constant. To assess the acceleration
timescale tacc that corresponds to this velocity perturba-
tion, we have derived model velocity fields from simulating
the gas trajectories in a static galactic potential as a func-
tion of the ram wind vector and time. The galactic poten-
tial and gas trajectories are described in detail in (Haan &
Braun 2014). We have produced residual velocity fields by
subtracting the velocity field of the undisturbed disk which
is rotating counter-clockwise at a speed of ∼160 km s−1 at
20 kpc radius. Figure 24 depicts the velocity field of the gas
after 200 Myrs of ram pressure interaction for three differ-
ent ram wind angles. We find that the m=0 mode and m=2
mode are associated with the ram pressure components per-
pendicular and parallel to the disk, respectively, in excel-
lent agreement with our simple geometric models. However,
deviations from circular motion due to elliptical orbits pro-
duce an additional m=0 and m=1 mode whose amplitudes
are dependent on the strength of elongation and the direc-
tion of the elongation with respect to the position angle.
For instance, an orbital elongation of 10% can contribute
up to 10 (4) km s−1 to the m=0 (1) mode, which might
be a limitation of the current simulation since it does not
take into account the dissipative nature of the gas. Figure
25 shows the derived Fourier components (velocity modes)
as a function of time and strength of ram pressure. We find
that the kinematic m=0 and m=2 modes are established
rapidly; within one quarter of the rotation period (or ∼150–
200 Myrs). Within this short timescale, the c0 term is en-
hanced relative to the c2 by up to a factor of two. For longer
timescales (>200 Myrs), both the c0 and c2 terms become
roughly equal as expected geometrically from a γram =45deg
wind orientation. We find that the amplitude of the velocity
perturbation is proportional to the strength of the ram pres-
sure, | ∆v |= tc× aram, with a coefficient tc2 = 90± 15 Myr
and tc0 = 90±35 Myr based on the velocity amplitude of the
c2 and c0 mode, respectively. While the m=2 mode remains
very constant over time (from 200 Myrs to Gyrs), the am-
plitude of the m=0 mode can fluctuate about 50% over one
rotation period, which is accompanied with the build-up of
an m=1 mode if there is a significant ram wind component
perpendicular to the disk.
Only if the ram wind direction is exactly perpendicular
to the disk will the ram pressure cause a displacement in
the vertical direction, inducing an additional “flaring” and
a minor “U-shaped” warp (Haan & Braun 2014), which is
balanced by the gravitational restoring force. Averaged over
the velocity field of a rotating disk, this results in an m=0
mode, which can not be distinguished from the kinematic
perturbation. If the ram wind angle is not exactly perpen-
dicular to the disk, as is most often the case, the gas orbits
constantly change with time and the m=0 and m=2 kine-
matic modes instead trace the“instantaneous” ram pressure
induced perturbations from those orbits in the out-of-plane
and in-plane directions, as quantified in this paper.
The combination of a warped disk and a kinematic ve-
locity perturbation due to ram wind can cause an asym-
metric velocity field such as e.g. shown in the bottom right
panel of Fig. 25, which might be a possible explanation for
the peculiar velocity field of, e.g., NGC 3621 (see § 3.3). We
note that the ram pressure environment that is responsi-
ble for the warped disk can significantly differ, in particular
in its strength, from the current ram pressure environment
due to the long timescales associated with warp formation
(>1 Gyr).
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Figure 24. The simulated velocity field (left) and residual ve-
locity field (right) of particles in a static gravitational potential
after 200 Myrs of ram pressure from three different directions:
from top to bottom: a) parallel to plane of the disk, b) perpen-
dicular to disk, c) 45deg inclined to disk, and d) simulation after
2 rotation periods, which shows a strong asymmetry in the ve-
locity field due to the combination of warped morphology and
kinematic perturbation.
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Figure 25. Amplitudes of the kinematic modes as a function
of time derived from simulated velocity fields of gas clouds in a
static galactic gravitational potential with a ram pressure wind
that is 45deg inclined to the disk. The ratio of ram pressure to
gravitational force at R=20 kpc is Fram/Fgrav=1/24 (red lines)
and Fram/Fgrav=1/12 (blue lines).
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4.2 Application to extragalactic 3D velocity
measurements and IGM studies
One of the main applications of kinematic ram pressure de-
tection in galaxies is the measurement of a galaxies’ move-
ment with respect to the IGM rest-frame in all three dimen-
sions as shown for example in Fig. 12. Moreover, the effective
velocity change in the gas disk is approximately equal to the
product of relative IGM:ISM velocity with column density
contrast. If either of these quantities can be independently
constrained, the other follows. The relation for a dissipative
collision can be approximated as (see §2.1)
| vRam |≈| ∆v | η(NISM )NISM
NIGM
. (31)
where | ∆v |, η(NISM ) and NISM are given by the HI obser-
vations and fit results. The relevant column density of IGM
is given by NIGM = nIGMvRamtc, in terms of a critical ac-
celeration timescale, tc. This is equivalent to an effective ram
pressure acceleration of
aRam ≈ v2ram nIGM
η(NISM )NISM
, (32)
which generates a velocity change in the ISM given by
| ∆v |= tc v2ram nIGM
η(NISM )NISM
. (33)
While the critical timescale, tc0, for the wind component
perpendicular to the disk has a relatively large uncertainty,
we can estimate tc based on the m=2 kinematic mode de-
rived from our simulation of gas trajectories (see § 4.1), with
tc2=90±15 Myr given by the linear coefficient between ram
pressure acceleration and ram pressure induced velocity am-
plitude. Note that this coefficient is relatively constant over
time and independent of the strength of the gravitational
potential, at least for the m=2 mode.
This relation allows us to determine not only the ram
wind vector v˜ram/ | vram |, but also to calculate the density
- velocity phase space given by the velocity amplitude of the
ram wind and the density of the IGM. In Fig. 26 we show
the calculated density - velocity diagram for NGC 6946 and
NGC 3621. We assume here that the ISM in the outer part
of the disk (>10 kpc) is dominated by atomic hydrogen and
have not applied a correction factor to either the ISM or
IGM density for He abundance which can range from ∼(1.1
– 1.3) ×MHI . The contribution of molecular gas can also be
neglected at these radii, given the sharp decline in molecular
gas surface density at about ∼7 kpc, where atomic gas starts
to dominate the total gas mass (see. e.g. Schruba et al. 2011;
Bigiel & Blitz 2012). A similar sharp decline is observed
for the atomic gas surface density, but at radii of about
∼16 kpc, more than twice the scale length of molecular gas.
For instance, high resolution observations of NGC 6946 with
the IRAM 30-m telescope as part of the HERA CO-Line
Extragalactic Survey (HERACLES, Leroy et al. 2009) show
no CO detections at radii > 250′′ = 7.2 kpc.
An interesting outcome of our study is that the esti-
mated densities of the IGM for a given velocity are very
similar for both galaxies, which might indicate a very simi-
lar environment. The estimated density of the IGM for our
two galaxies, e.g., at a typical velocity of ∼300 km s−1 is
(15 ± 5) × 10−5 cm−3. This is consistent with the median
properties expected for galaxies in group environments de-
rived in Haan & Braun (2014). These IGM densities are
one to two orders of magnitude lower than in the center
of galaxy clusters but converge towards similar densities at
the outskirts of clusters at radii of >1 Mpc based on radial
extrapolation of X-ray measurements (see e.g. Vikhlinin et
al. 2006). However, it is not the goal of this study to de-
rive a complete dynamical picture of these particular galax-
ies. Our examples are intended as a proof-of-concept of the
kinematic ram pressure measurement approach and should
merely serve as an outlook of possible future applications.
Another result of our kinematic ram pressure mea-
surements is the increasing importance of the ram pres-
sure interaction below HI column densities of NHI=(5–12)
×1020 cm−2, which roughly corresponds to the radial scale
where a steep decline of the HI column density occurs as a
function of radius. This turnover radius of ∼ (15±2) kpc for
the two galaxies likely marks the transition from a clumpy,
two phase neutral ISM (Wolfire et al. 2003), to a diffuse sin-
gle phase atomic gas, where the impact of the ram pressure
wind on the ISM is significantly enhanced (see e.g. Vollmer
et al. 2001).
4.3 Contrasting the weak and strong ram
pressure regimes
In the strong ram pressure regime such as encountered in
the Virgo Cluster, significant stripping of even dense ISM
gas is observed, together with highly asymmetric morpholo-
gies of the stripped gas (see e.g. Vollmer et al. 1999, 2001;
Kenney et al. 2004; Chung et al. 2009; Vollmer & Leroy
2011; Vollmer et al. 2012). Such asymmetries have been in-
terpreted as providing evidence for incomplete penetration
of the ram wind through the galaxy disk. In those cases
where gas stripping has significantly thickened the distribu-
tion or enhanced confinement pressure has greatly increased
the surface covering factor of dense gas clouds, it is possi-
ble that the penetration timescale becomes comparable to
the rotation period, as outlined in § 2.1. Under these cir-
cumstances, the “cloud-shadowing” phenomenon may be of
relevance.
In contrast, we consider in our study the most com-
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Figure 26. The IGM density-velocity phase space diagram de-
rived from our ram pressure fit models for NGC 6946 (blue) and
NCG 3621 (red). The velocity is defined as the relative velocity
between the galaxy and the IGM. The dotted lines indicate the
upper and lower limits of our ram pressure fit results.
monly occurring circumstances which apply to galaxies,
namely isolated galaxies or membership in galaxy groups
of intermediate mass, where IGM densities and relative ve-
locities (with the ram force scaling as the square of the ve-
locity) result in ram pressure forces that are one to two
orders of magnitude lower than those in clusters. Neither
significant disk thickening by stripping nor enhanced cloud
covering fraction are observed in such galaxies. In this case,
cloud-shadowing is likely negligible for ram-disk interaction
angles of γRam > 6 deg due to the small volume filling factor
of dense gas, as discussed in § 2.1.
Other effects such as magnetic fields, an inhomoge-
neous ISM, Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabili-
ties may complicate the interaction process and influence the
stability of the gas disk (see e.g. Mori & Burkert 2000; Crowl
et al. 2005; Roediger & Hensler 2008; Close et al. 2013). Fu-
ture studies might include additional terms in the kinematic
model to account for ram-wind gradients and the evolution
of the ram-wind angle, but these effects would go far beyond
the aim of this study, which is simply to demonstrate the
viability of kinematic ram pressure measurements.
5 SUMMARY
In this study we develop a novel method to measure the ram
pressure properties of the surrounding intergalactic material
(IGM) for relatively isolated galaxies based on a kinematic
decomposition of the outer HI velocity field. In principle this
allows us to detect ram pressure interaction at IGM densities
that are an order of magnitude lower than in galaxies that
show ram pressure stripping as observed in galaxy clusters.
Our results demonstrate that kinematic ram pressure per-
turbations from circular rotation are characterized by m=0
and m=2 modes in the residual velocity field (defined as
residual between observed velocity and circular rotation),
corresponding to a ram wind perpendicular and parallel
to the gas disk, respectively. These velocity perturbations
probe the current ram pressure environment at timescales
of a fraction of the rotation period of a galaxy. Over longer
timescales, ram pressure will change the orbital paths of
gas clouds which can lead to the formation of warped disks
after a few rotational periods. However, warps and uncer-
tainties in the disk geometry typically generate m=1 and
m=3 modes, which are clearly distinguishable from current
ram pressure perturbations. We derive a mathematical de-
scription of ram pressure induced kinematic perturbations
of HI velocity fields as a function of HI column density and
ram wind angle for galaxies with constant inclination as well
as those with a warped disk geometry. These results are in
agreement with velocity fields derived from simulated gas
clouds orbiting in a static gravitational potential within a
ram pressure environment.
We have tested our models for three nearby galaxies
(NGC 6946, NGC 3621, and NGC 628) observed in the HI
21 cm line emission as case studies of very different dynam-
ical states. The impact of ram pressure on the disk kine-
matics, as measured by effective velocity change, increases
towards lower gas column densities due to the transition
from clumpy to diffuse neutral atomic gas. Utilizing Markov
Chain Monte Carlo fitting of the 2-dimensional velocity
field, we find that the main residual velocity in the outer
disk (&10 kpc radius) is primarily due to ram pressure in
NGC 6946 and NGC 3621 while NGC 628 is dominated by
a warped disk. Our fit models reveal the three-dimensional
vector of the galaxies’ movement through the IGM and pro-
vide constraints on the amplitude of the velocity and the
density of the surrounding IGM. We find evidence for an
increasing impact of ram pressure at HI column densities
below (4–10)×1020 cm−2 which corresponds to radii greater
than ∼15 kpc in our targets. Moreover, we find very simi-
lar densities of the intergalactic material for both galaxies,
NGC 6946 and NGC 3621, at a nominal ram wind veloc-
ity (e.g. at 300 km s−1: ρIGM ' 15 × 10−5 cm−3 assuming
a fully dissipative interaction). This work demonstrates the
feasibility of kinematic ram pressure measurements, even un-
der the condition of warped disks, opening a new possibility
for extragalactic velocity measurements and IGM studies.
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Table 1. Sample Overview
Source Name RA DEC Dist vsys P.A. Inclination
[deg] [deg] [Mpc] [km s−1] [deg] [deg]
NGC 6946 20h34m52.3s +60d09m14s 5.9 42 243 33
NGC 3621 11h18m16.5s -32d48m51s 6.6 728.5 345 65
NGC 628 01h36m41.7s +15d47m01s 6.9 657 23 14
Column (1): Source Name, Column (2): right ascension (J2000), Column (3): declination (J2000) , Column (4): Distance, Column (5):
The systemic velocity, Column (6): The position angle of the disk (see text), Column (7): The inclination of the disk.
Table 2. Fit Parameter Results
Source Name ρcrit fsmooth vram X vram Y vram Z ∆φ ∆i rw sw
[1919 cm−2] [1919 cm−2] [km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1 [deg] [deg] [kpc] [kpc]
NGC 6946 94.9±1.8 98.6±13.2 3.6±0.8 27.1±1.1 16.0±3.2 2.6±0.1 2.9±0.0 10.5±0.2 4.6±0.1
NGC 3621 41.1±0.4 6.1±0.7 -116.4±3.8 8.5±0.5 17.0±1.4 19.6±0.6 47.4±0.1 11.5±0.3 5.8±0.1
NGC 628 34.0±1.1 16.9±10.8 2.5±1.6 -6.9±1.0 8.1±6.5 73.0±4.9 14.1±1.8 15.8±0.7 0.9±0.9
Column (1): Source Name, Column(2): The critical column density treshold, Column (3): the smooth transition range, Column (4):
Effective ram component in X-direction, Column (5): Effective ram component in Y-direction (6): Effective ram component in Z-direction
(7): The parameter ∆φ of a warped disk (see text), Column (8): The parameter ∆i of a warped disk, Column (9): The radius where the
warp occurs, Column (10): the radial transition scale of the warp.
Table 3. Ram Pressure Properties
Source Name | ∆vram | γram θram vc0 vc1 vc2 ∆v⊥ ∆v‖
[km s−1] [deg] [deg] [km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1]
NGC 6946 31.7±2.6 56.2±2.8 117.7±0.2 21.6±2.4 5.2±0.2 10.1±0.1 26.2±3.0 17.8±0.3
NGC 3621 118.0±3.9 -77.6±0.4 89.0±0.1 32.7±1.7 41.9±1.4 24.3±0.1 -113.7±4.0 27.4±0.2
NGC 628 10.9±5.7 61.5±19.2 110.1±12.1 9.3±6.2 36.4±15.0 1.3±0.4 9.7±6.3 4.9±0.7
Column (1): Source Name, Column (2): The amplitude of the total change in velocity due to ram pressure, Column (3): The ram wind
angle between the disk and the ramwind vector (4): the azimuthal angle of the ram wind vector projected onto the disk (5): the effective
change of the line-of-sight velocity component due to m=0 mode, Column (6): effective change due to m=1 mode, Column (7): effective
change due to m=2 mode, Column (8): the effective ram wind velocity component perpendicular to the disk, Column (9): the effective
ram wind velocity component parallel to the disk.
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Figure A1. Radial profile of the disk surface brightness (top left), circular rotation velocity (top right), position angle (bottom left),
and inclination (bottom right) for a warped disk
.
APPENDIX A: MODEL VELOCITY FIELD AND DECOMPOSITION FOR A WARPED DISK
We have tested our fit routines and analysis of the velocity field pattern with a simple warped disk, which is described in the
following. First we have created a disk with circular rotation velocity and a disk surface brightness as function of radius as
described in § 2.3. The change in inclination and position angle is described as a smooth transition between the inner disk
and an outer disk with a change in inclination and PA given by the transition functions,
i(r) = i0 + ∆i[0.5 + 0.5 tanh((r − rW )/sW )], (A1)
and
φ(r) = φ0 + ∆φ[0.5 + 0.5 tanh((r − rW )/sW )], (A2)
in terms of the amplitude change, ∆i in inclination and ∆φ in PA, and the transition radius rW and scale of transition sW .
The azimuthal angle in the plane of the galaxy is given by,
cos[θW (r)] =
−X sin[φ(r)] + Y cos[φ(r)]
r
, sin[θW (r)] =
−X cos[φ(r)]− Y sin[φ(r)]
rcos[i(r)]
. (A3)
The radial profiles of the model are shown in Fig. A1 given a change of inclination of ∆i = 30 deg (in addition to i0 = 40 deg)
and a position angle shift of the warp ∆φ = 45 deg with rW = 2/3×disk length and sW = 0.2×disk length. The velocity field
of a warped disk is then described by,
vW = vC cos(θW ) sin[i(r)], (A4)
and the residual field (for which the warp is simply neglected) by,
vRes = vW − vC cos(θ0) sin(i0), (A5)
which is plotted in Fig. 7.
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APPENDIX B: DERIVING THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS FOR A RAM WIND WITH A WARPED
DISK
The line-of-sight velocity component for a warped disk with ram pressure terms is given by,
vLoS = vSys + [vRot(r) + vRamRot] cos[θW (r)] sin[i(r)] + vRamExp sin[θW (r)] sin[i(r)] + vRam⊥ cos[i(r)]. (B1)
with the ram velocity terms as derived in § 2.2:
vRam⊥ = | ∆v | η(ρISM ) sin[γRam(r)], (B2)
vRamRot = | ∆v | η(ρISM ) sin[θW (r)− θRam(r)] cos[γRam(r)], (B3)
vRamExp = | ∆v | η(ρISM ) cos[θW (r)− θRam(r)] cos[γRam(r)]. (B4)
While the ram wind vector field is fixed with respect to the sky plane (X,Y,Z), the angles θRam and γRam depend on the
relative alignment of the plane of the galaxy and the sky plane as described in App. C. The change in inclination and PA are
given by,
i(r) = i0 + iW (r), (B5)
φ(r) = φ0 + φW (r). (B6)
where iW (r) and φW (r) can be described, e.g., by a transition function between inner and outer disk given as described in
App. A. The azimuthal angle θ measured in the plane of a warped disk is then defined as
cos[θW (r)] =
−X sin[φ(r)] + Y cos[φ(r)]
r
(B7)
sin[θW (r)] =
−X cos[φ(r)]− Y sin[φ(r)]
r cos[i(r)]
(B8)
Subtracting the “nominal” velocity field of an unperturbed, fixed orientation disk,
vNom = vSys + vRot(r) cos(θ) sin(i0), (B9)
with
cos(θ) =
−X sin[φ0] + Y cos[φ0]
r
(B10)
yields the equation for the residual velocity field,
vRes = vRot(r) sin[i(r)]{cos[θW (r)]− cos(θ)} (B11)
+vRamRot cos[θW (r)] sin[i(r)] + vRamExp sin[θW (r)] sin[i(r)] + vRam⊥ cos[i(r)]. (B12)
The first part of the equation describes the residual term due to the warped disk with a changing rather than constant
inclination i(r) and PA φ(r). The second and third terms characterize the ram interaction terms of the warped disk. The first
term can be simplified as,
vResW = vRot(r){sin[iW (r)] cos[θW (r)]− sin[i0] cos(θ)} (B13)
= vRot(r)
{
sin[iW (r)]
−X sin[φ0 + φW (r)] + Y cos[φ0 + φW (r)]
r
− sin[i0]−X sin[φ0] + Y cos[φ0]
r
}
(B14)
Here we make use of the trigonometric rules for linear combinations (phasor addition):
a sin(x) + b sin(x+ β) = c sin(x+ δ) (B15)
a cos(x) + b cos(x+ β) = c cos(x+ δ) (B16)
with
c =
√
a2 + b2 + 2ab cos(β) (B17)
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and
δ = arctan(
b sin(β)
a+ b cos(β)
) +
{
0, a+ b cos[β] > 0,
pi, a+ b cos[β] < 0.
(B18)
If we substitute a with − sin(i0), b with sin[iW (r)], x with φ0, and β with φW (r), we obtain
vRes = vRot(r) c
−X sin[φ0 + δ] + Y cos[φ0 + δ]
r
(B19)
= vRot(r) c cos[θW∗(r)]. (B20)
which has the form of a first order Fourier component in terms of the modified azimuthal angle, θW∗, that scales as a function
of radius with
c(r) =
√
sin2[i0] + sin
2[iW (r)]− 2 sin[i0] sin[iW (r)] cos[φW (r)] (B21)
θW∗(r) =
−X sin[φ0 + δ] + Y cos[φ0 + δ]
r
(B22)
δ = arctan{ sin[iW (r)] sin[φW (r)]− sin[i0] + sin[iW (r)] cos[φW (r)]}+
{
0, − sin[i0] + sin[iW (r)] cos[φW (r)] > 0,
pi, − sin[i0] + sin[iW (r)] cos[φW (r)] < 0.
(B23)
The entire residual velocity field is then given as,
vRes = vRot(r)c(r) cos[θW∗(r)] (B24)
+ | ∆v | η(ρISM ){cos[γRam(r)] sin[i(r)] sin[2θW (r)− θRam(r)] + cos[i(r)] sin[γRam(r)]} (B25)
where the trigonometric identity,
sin(2a− b) = sin(a− b) cos(a) + cos(a− b) sin(a), (B26)
has been used for the second term. The first term represents a first order Fourier component (cos[θW∗(r)]) and describes the
main residual of a warped disk in comparison to a circular rotating disk with constant inclination and position angle, while the
second part of the equation shows the second order Fourier component (sin[2θW (r)− θRam(r)]) and the zeroth (independent
of θ) order, which characterize the ram interaction terms of a warped disk parallel and perpendicular to the disk, respectively.
APPENDIX C: COORDINATE SYSTEM RELATIONS
The coordinate system of the ram wind vector field can be described either with respect to the plane of the galaxy (x,y,z) or
the plane of the sky (X,Y,Z) as illustrated in Fig. C1. The transformation between the two coordinate systems is described
in detail in Vogelaar 20061. While we assume that the ram wind vector is constant in the sky plane, the position angle
α = pi/2− φ and inclination i of the plane of the galaxy can change (tilted ring model). Thus the relative contribution of the
ram wind to the perpendicular, rotational, and radial velocity of the tilted ring will change as function of φ and i as well. In
the following we will provide a mathematical transformation of coordinates between the plane of the sky and the plane of a
tilted ring.
The components of the rotation axis −→s of the tilted ring are:
sX = sin(α) sin(i) (C1)
sY = − cos(α) sin(i) (C2)
sZ = cos(i). (C3)
1 http://www.astro.rug.nl/ gipsy/inspector/
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Figure C1. Illustration of the alignment of the ram wind vector and the plane of the galaxy (x,y,z) with respect to the sky plane (X,Y,Z)
given by the inclination i and the position angle α = pi/2−φ. The projection of the ram wind vector vRam(X,Y,Z) onto the plane of the
galaxy is described by γRam and the azimuthal angle θRam (see text). The line-of-sight is along the Z-axis.
The components of the unit vector −→p along the receding part of the major axis of the tilted ring are:
pX = cos(α) (C4)
pY = sin(α) (C5)
pZ = 0. (C6)
The components of the unit vector perpendicular to −→s and −→p , −→q = −→s ×−→p , are
qX = − sin(α) cos(i) (C7)
qY = cos(α) cos(i) (C8)
qZ = sin(i). (C9)
Now we define the transformation between the sky coordinate system and the plane of the tilted ring system which is given
by the coordinates z‖−→s , x‖−→p , and y‖−→q . If we use the unit vectors −→e then −→ex = −→p , −→ey = −→q , and −→ez = −→s . The relation
between the tilted ring system and the system of the sky plane is
−→ex = cos(α)−→eX + sin(α)−→eY (C10)
−→ey = − sin(α) cos(i)−→eX + cos(α) cos(i)−→eY + sin(i)−→eZ (C11)
−→ez = sin(α) sin(i)−→eX − cos(α) sin(i)−→eY + cos(i)−→eZ , (C12)
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and the inverse:
−→eX = cos(α)−→ex − sin(α) cos(i)−→ey + sin(α) sin(i)−→ez (C13)
−→eY = sin(α)−→ex + cos(α) cos(i)−→ey − cos(α) sin(i)−→ez (C14)
−→eZ = sin(i)−→ey + cos(i)−→ez . (C15)
Hence the transformation of the ram vector
−−−→
θRam between the coordinate system is given by:
vRam x = vRamX cos(α) + vRamY sin(α) (C16)
vRam y = −vRamX sin(α) cos(i) + vRamY cos(α) cos(i) + vRamZ sin(i) (C17)
vRam z = vRamX sin(α) sin(i)− vRamY cos(α) sin(i) + vRamZ cos(i). (C18)
The sum of the components of the ram wind is,
|−−−→vRam| =
√
v2RamX + v
2
RamY + v
2
RamZ (C19)
The angle γRam is then given as
sin(γRam) =
vRam z
| −−−→vRam | (C20)
=
vRamX sin(α) sin(i)− vRamY cos(α) sin(i) + vRamZ cos(i)
| −−−→vRam | , (C21)
and θRam as
cos(θRam) =
vRam x
| −−−→vRam | cos(γRam) (C22)
=
vRamX cos(α) + vRamY sin(α)
| −−−→vRam | cos(γRam) . (C23)
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